Sudip Bose, MD, FACEP, FAAEM, Represents
Texas with Inclusion into Renowned
Publication The Leading Physicians of the
World

The International Association of Healthcare Professionals has carefully selected Sudip Bose,
MD, FACEP, FAAEM, to represent emergency medicine in their publication, The Leading
Physicians of the World. Dr. Bose’s selection is a significant representation of his passion and
dedication for the field of emergency medicine. He is considered to be among the best
throughout his many years in practice.
Dr. Bose has multiple fields of interest in the world of healthcare: He is an emergency medicine
physician, healthcare educator, and veteran advocate. Currently an attending emergency
medicine physician at Medical Center Hospital in Odessa, Texas, Dr. Bose has practiced at some
of the busiest emergency rooms in Texas and Chicago. His website, The Battle Continues, is
devoted to his lectures educating the public about veteran healthcare and his own experiences
as a Major in the United States Military. He served a 15 month tour in Iraq and won a Bronze
Star for his efforts in the field.
On the educational forefront, Dr. Bose was responsible for the creation of a leading NCLEX
review course for the nursing board exam, is Founder of several top ranked medical education
companies, and created the LLSA prep for emergency medicine physicians. He also assists
physicians with licensing in the State of Texas as part of Texas Jurisprudence Prep. An Associate
Professor at the University of Illinois, Dr. Bose also serves as a medical correspondent for a
weekly CBS segment discussing medical and personal health issues as well as a medical expert
for the Dr. Oz show. From treating Saddam Hussein shortly after his capture to the citizens of

Odessa as their Medical Director, Dr. Bose continues to serve and promote service through all
aspects.

To find out more about Dr. Bose, please visit www.thebattlecontinues.org and www.sudipbose.findatopdoc.com. Also be sure to look out for his upcoming publication in The Leading
Physicians of the World.
To find a doctor in your area, please visit www.findatopdoc.com.
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